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Al Taj Marble & Tiles Ind. LLC Sharjah, 
established in 2013, specializes in the field of 
supply and fixing of different natural stones & 
artificial stones which include Marble, Granite, 
Travertine, Sandstones, Onyx, Limestone & 
Landscaping stones etc.

Our well-equipped infrastructure as well as 
strong financial position makes us capable 
enough to cater to bulk requirements of natural 
stones and specification, as per client’s 
requirements. We have wide range of material 
available in vivid shapes and sizes with our 
marble and granites being marked as the best 
for their excellence and durability.

We have executed various successful projects 
for public and private sector across the UAE. Al 
Taj Mable has team of value oriented experts in 
the field of production and installation of natural 
stones and mable, with an in depth 
understanding of our client’s needs.

We aim to provide best customizedservices that 
are admired by our clients. We strive to provide 
our clients with new, remarkable natural stone 
designs and we undertake ethical trading of the 
required natural stones.

Over the years, we had privilege to work with 
humongous number of distinguished clients 
who not only appreciated our products & after 
sales Services but have also made us a part of 
their future endeavour.

Our office & storck yard is located in Sharjah

Thanks to the capability of our technical / operations staff and our 
time-honoured, consolidated experience, at Taj Marble & Granite we have 
specialized in high-level quality work both in supplying standard products and in
creating complementary architectural works of artistic value by our very own 
scupltors. Each work is carried out to set procedures which allow the entire 
production cycle to be quality controlled, from optimizing raw materials to final
test in installing finished product.

About Us Our Services
Stone Working • Project Design  • Insta�ation
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Al Taj Marble & Tiles offers the best in class when it comes to bathrooms. Our team of experts 
are available to help with installation and renovation services.

You can be confident that the bathrooms entities finished by us will survive for many years 
because only the best materials were used in their construction. Additionally, we provide a 
range of finishes and colours so you can select the ideal one for your house.

When it comes to bathroom entities, there are two main options: marble and quartz. Both 
materials have their own advantages and disadvantages. Marble is a really attractive 
material that can give any room a hint of elegance. But marble is an extremely porous 
substance. So if you’re not careful, your marble splashback could easily become damaged 
and ruined. Quartz is a newer material that is becoming increasingly popular in bathroom 
entities. Non-porous quartz is a simple, low-maintenance material.

Which should you pick for your bathroom, then?

Marble is a fantastic choice if you want something timeless and exquisite. However, if you are 
looking for an easy-to-maintain and durable material, then quartz is the better choice.

Using marble for stairs means choosing a material with an intrinsic strength, beauty and 
brilliance that only a stone with its history can possess: a primordial and wonderful story that is 
revealed through its colors and its many veins and it is even enhanced by the passage of 
time. We offer the most precious marbles and stones and we transform them in the marble 
stairs of your dreams for any type of design requirement, always characterized by the taste of 
a made in Italy product, appreciated throughout the world.

Marble staircases can have various shapes: straight, spiral, helical, cantilever with open riser, 
etc., in classic or ultra-modern style, finished with classic railings or illuminated by LEDs along 
the base. They can be small stairs to access the upper floors of a house or monumental 
staircases for super villas or hotels. The steps that make up the staircase can have various 
types of finishes to be applied to stair treads and risers that characterize its style.
A lath applied to the step embellishes the whole staircase. The embellished and rounded lines 
are the most suitable for a classic style, the most simple and linear ones for a modern style. In 
contemporary settings, total white marble stairs are currently in vogue, where the staircase 
blends in with the furnishings and walls.
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F�orings Kitchen
Marble kitchen countertops are the fulcrum of the entire kitchen furnishing and, thanks to the 
highly resistant characteristics of this material, are capable of making even the simplest 
kitchen detailed and unique.

Everything starts from the choice of an ad hoc material. Then, the choice of its veins as well 
as of its treatment and cutting are all aimed at making the top ideal for the kitchen where it 
must be installed. The countertops for kitchens in stone or marble remain incomparable, 
luxurious but also marked out by a rustic and traditional allure able to capture attention and 
to give great character to any space. 

In the same way as a marble kitchen table, a marble kitchen countertop also offers stability, 
high hygiene and endless resistance. Of course, some types of marble tops are delicate and 
require specific care and attention; yet, they have an incredibly refined and unique 
appearance.

If it is true that in recent years marble, due to its undisputed technical and aesthetic qualities, 
has made a comeback in furnishing, it is also true that luxury marble flooring is an element 
that never goes out of fashion, so much so that it is highly appreciated from the ancient era 
to the contemporary.
The reasons that make marble flooring timeless are durability and impact resistance on the 
one hand, but also the ability to show different qualities, colors and shades depending on the 
furniture and materials around it. The same marble flooring can be successful both in a rustic 
context and in a hypermodern context, simply playing with the elements with which it is 
combined. This is why luxury marble flooring is something eternal as well as continuously 
renewable in many different ways.

If an existing marble flooring is so versatile and can be combined with different furnishings, 
when it comes to creating new custom marble floors, the choice is immense to say the least. 
It is not at all easy to extricate yourself from this immense choice and Taj Marble staff is aware 
of this difficulty. This is the reason why Taj Marble offers a personalized service by guiding the 
Customer closely in the best choice of material (the block is sometimes selected together in 
the quarry), color, laying, processing and finishes based on tastes and on the context where 
the marble flooring will be installed.
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wa� c�dding �ffee /Dining Table Tops
The dark shades and stunning colours of a well-made piece of marbled furniture can fit the 
requirements of any interior design aesthetic & Marble is an extremely resilient material that 
can withstand the damages of daily living. It is, therefore, a fantastic option for dining tables.

You won’t have to worry a lot about scratches or stains on your table from tableware rubbing 
up against it. While you’re eating, even though it would yield some scratches. Despite being 
transparent by nature, the material can resist marks better than other materials such as wood 
once it has been cleaned and polished

The term cladding refers to the application of a material to a non-structural layer placed over 
the original shell of a building. Thus, a new surface is created on the facade, either at an initial 
stage such as the design phase, or as a repair solution at a later time than that of the 
construction of the building.

There are many reasons for choosing to clad the exteriors of a building or even a private 
house. The main reason is that the cladding offers other types of exciting solutions to shielding 
the exterior surfaces of a building, with a wonderful range of different finishes that add 
elegance and durability.

On the other hand, the cladding on the interior walls contributes to the overall design and 
enhances the aesthetics of the spaces, while also offering a way to protect them against 
external weather conditions or noise pollution.

There is a plethora of options of materials available to use. The choice mainly depends on the 
architecture, style, location and orientation of the building. Wall cladding also contributes to a 
wonderful and effective insulation solution for the problems of external or even internal 
surfaces.
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Marble Temples
We offer a wide selection of Marble Temple for home. These are completely made of pure 
white marble. They are intricately designed and equipped with domes and pillars, which 
create an elegant appearance. Marble temples take up a large space, so many idols can 
be placed within the temple. The finishing of the temple is very fine, with smooth and smooth 
edges that enhance the look of the temple. Marble temples are available in various sizes and 
shapes depending on the requirements of our clients.

Our skilled craftsmanship makes home and outdoor marble temples affordable for anyone 
looking to buy a home for their God without compromising the quality. We use white Makrana 
stone to carve the house of God.

Get a marble mandir for your home at an affordable cost. Mandir is the house of your God. 
We offer more than hundreds of marble mandirs in designs for homes that are can be 
adapted to your specific space in your home. We also can make temples to meet your needs 
and space at your home.



Waterjet DesigningOur Works

Residential
Apartments / Villas

�mmercial
Offices / Showrooms

Public
Malls, Mosques
and other public
places
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P.O. Box 70269, Sharjah,UAE Ind. Area 15, Sharjah

Email: info@altajmarble.ae | Web: www.altajmarble.ae

                                Tel: +971 6 523 9051 | Mob:  +971 55 557 5049




